Climate Scientist: Manipulating Earth’s Climate Will Not Cost Taxpayer More than $1 Billion... Annually!
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David Keith, director of the Institute for Sustainable Energy, Environment and Economy, has proposed releasing engineered nano-sized discs in the earth’s atmosphere to “offset global warming”- and that for just $1 billion of your taxpayer-money annually.

“You could manipulate the Earth’s climate at large scale for a cost that’s of the order of $1 billion a year. It sounds like a lot of money, but compared to the costs of managing other environmental problems or climate change, that is peanuts.” Keith told Nanowerk News.

Keith also made clear that mentioning the annual cost is not necessarily an argument pro or con, but an “indication” rather, “that risk, not cost, will be the deciding issue.”

Until now, scientists have mainly looked at injecting the volcano-mimicking sulphur dioxide into the upper atmosphere as a way to “get the maximum cooling benefit.” This new nano-particle proposal of spraying “levitating” engineered nano-particles in the atmosphere might have serious drawbacks, Keith acknowledges:

“A downside of both these new ideas is they would do something that nature has never seen before. It’s easier to think of new ideas than to understand their effectiveness and environmental risks.”

On the upside, Keith says:

“(…) the distribution of engineered nano-particles above the Earth could be more controlled and less likely to harm the planet’s protective ozone layer.”
The risks that Keith is willing to take with the earth is illustrated by a speech he gave for TED (Technology, Entertainment, and Design). Other speakers for TED have included Al Gore, Hans Rosling and Sir Ken Robinson:

“We could make the particles migrate to over the poles (…) which would have minimal bad impacts in the mid part of the planet, where we live, and do the maximum job of what we might need to do which is cooling the poles in case of planetary emergency, if you like.”

“The one thing about this”, Keith states, “is that it gives us extraordinary leverage, this.. this improved science and engineering will- whether we like it or not- give us more and more leverage to affect the planet, to control the planet, to give us weather and climate control- not because we plan it, not because we want it, just because science delivers it to us bit by bit. With better knowledge of the way the system works and better engineering tools to affect it.”

Control of the planet, no less, and at a minimal expense for the taxpayer- if you call $ 1 billion a year minimal.

Prison Planet.tv Members Can Watch Don't Tread On Me Right Now Online - Don't Miss Out! Get Your Subscription Today!
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MARK OF THE BEAST Says:  
September 7th, 2010 at 12:41 pm

By all means Keith tamper with the atmosphere some more you idiot. Just exactly how do you propose to modify the sun’s behavior and the temperature of the oceans?? These are the only things that control the weather for the most part.

Keith=Bilderberg Academic shill

wsts Reply:  
September 7th, 2010 at 12:50 pm

Quotation by MARK OF THE BEAST:

“These are the only things that control the weather for the most part.”

Which is it? The sun and the ocean temperature are the only things that control the weather or they are not the only thing that control weather? You’ve claimed both in one sentence. Hint: the sun and the ocean temperature are not the only factors in weather.

MARK OF THE BEAST Reply:  
September 7th, 2010 at 1:11 pm

Just what I need some dumb academic English teacher missing the entire point.

So why dont you spend all day looking for spelling errors stupid.

birther truther tenter Reply:  
September 7th, 2010 at 10:49 pm

“Chemtrails” is a slang term, and when you enter chemtrails into a search engine, you will get a couple of reliable sites, but most of the search engines’ results are websites comprised mostly speculation, hypotheses, guesswork, or outlandish kook stuff.

Once you find the right establishment “buzzword” and enter it into a search engine using Boolean operators (or the “advanced search” function), you will uncover so many white papers, scientific studies, and policy reports, on “chemtrails” your head will spin.

The buzzword in this case is “geoengineering” or more specifically “climate geoengineering”

Here are some more “buzzwords” or phrases to find more PDFs on chemtrail phenomenon:
Copy and paste the following phrases exactly how they are, and put them into a search engine:
(I used google, yahoo, and bing, and each search engine found different pdfs)

“climate geoengineering” filetype:pdf
climate geoengineering filetype:pdf
“solar radiation management” filetype:pdf
inject atmospheric aerosols filetype:pdf
“aluminum oxide” climate filetype:pdf
“aluminum oxide” particles filetype:pdf
“mount pinatubo” climate filetype:pdf

You can also find PowerPoint Presentations too, just change the input for the boolean operator to PPT. For example, copy and paste the following into a search engine:

climate geoengineering filetype:ppt

The first result I had when I put that phrase into Google was a PPT from NASA “science talks”, where they "explore" the possibility of climate geoengineering, with the disclaimer they have no intentions of doing it, but they do cite studies where geoengineering experiments have been done.

I highly recommend downloading these PDFs, and burn them to CDs, printing them, or storing them on a separate server, because they do get taken down! I don’t like tooting my horn, but I have blown some of the biggest documents cited in the truther/patriot community before, and they disappear quick from the original source. Luckily, facsimiles of those documents are still circulating around the four winds of the world wide web, thanks to people reposting! I couldn’t give two hoots about taking credit, because I just want the information out there, because I want to expose and crush the NWO scum so bad, as that is my only purpose in life.

I’m still sifting through all of this data, but from the puzzle pieces that I have found, there is a NASA connection, Rutgers Climate Lab connection, Hughes Aircraft Company (which has been acquired by Raytheon and Boeing) connection, a Lawrence Livermore Laboratory connection, a Berkeley connection, a UN IPCC and East Anglia connections, a FAS connection, a CFR connection, a Royal Society connection, and many more connections to list.

I am going to sift through this data, with all of your guys’ help, and try to connect the dots. Eventually, we can name names, and find out who is responsible for the chemtrail mess, so we can hopefully have them prosecuted for conducting unethical studies against unwilling participants.

THE CHEMTRAILS WILL STOP, THE SAME WAY THE REDFLEX PHOTO RADAR CAMERAS WERE TAKEN DOWN ARIZONA! WE WILL DEFEAT THESE CLIMATE SCIENTIST SCUM!

**arwijn** Reply:
September 8th, 2010 at 4:52 am

Call me silly but doesn’t this remind you exactly of the plot from Highlander 2?
Cover the sky with special particles to block out the sun.

**Ex Military** Reply:
September 7th, 2010 at 1:12 pm

You are twisting what he said.
It seems obvious (to me) that what Mark intends to communicate is that the sun and ocean temperatures account for MOST... not all.

sure he says "only" and "for the most part". It is like saying "I’ll be there at about 3 o’clock". Grammatically, it is incorrect to say "at about", but the intent of the statement is not lost to most intelligent people.

I am not defending the factuality of Mark’s statement (because I haven’t looked into it myself). I am only pointing out your making a banner/bullet point out of something that is quite trivial.

**MARK OF THE BEAST** Reply:
September 7th, 2010 at 1:22 pm
Ex Military,
I get a hell of a lot of intel from you guys so don’t knock it about.

**THE LAST STAND** Reply:
September 7th, 2010 at 9:14 pm

I never make mistakes; I once thought I did, but I was WRONG!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
WSTS, you can now have a ball with that statement.

**MARK OF THE BEAST** Reply:
September 7th, 2010 at 1:13 pm

Keith, who paid you off. When will you admit to fraud like the IPPC was forced to?

Watch this Bones, All the Harvard like Pagan professors will chime in now.

**Politicians cost lives** Reply:
September 7th, 2010 at 3:48 pm

In the following links there is finally incontrovertible proof that the atmosphere is radiatively heated from the top-down by incoming electromagnetic radiation from the Sun. This fact destroys the “Greenhouse Effect” hypothesis which stipulates, bottom-up atmospheric heating via outgoing infra-red.

“The Diurnal Atmospheric Bulge, giant 1200º bulge of rapidly heated and expanding gases circling the Globe 24/7.”

“Diurnal Atmospheric Bulge, incontrovertible evidence of massive top down radiative heating.”

**jaspen** Reply:
September 7th, 2010 at 8:20 pm

This is a total fabrication.
They activate H.A.A.R.P. installations from Alaska, Texas and Costa Rica and then begin their study so what do they get, FALSE READINGS because as soon as HAARP was turned off the temperature went back into the area where it is supposed to be.
These Institutes and their “scientists” were getting fabricated readings from H.A.A.R.P. and they damn well knew it.

It’s a total lie! Keep researching it and you will eventually get to the bottom of it.
The DIURNAL ATMOSPHERIC BULGE farce. IT’S GETTING COLDER UP THERE NOT WARMER!!
What a load of crap.

**Politicians cost lives** Reply:
September 8th, 2010 at 5:41 am

Obviously you have missed the point entirely.

That could be because you haven’t read or understood the links I have provided or that you have no idea about the “greenhouse effect” hypothesis which requires that the atmosphere, 99% O2 and N2 must be practically transparent to incoming electromagnetic radiation.

The Diurnal Atmospheric Bulge simply shows that the main premise of the greenhouse effect is false.

I doubt very much that H.A.A.R.P. could heat an area of atmospheric gases with a circumference equal to 25% of the entire atmosphere, to temperatures of 1200+ degrees causing the atmosphere to bulge up 600 km above the night time atmospheric altitude, such as the sun does top-down.

The main premise of the “greenhouse effect” is that the atmosphere is entirely heated bottom-up from absorption of outgoing IR by 0.0385% CO2 and is practically transparent to incoming electromagnetic radiation.

If you want to gain a better understanding of this, I suggest you read thoroughly the information I have provided at both links.

**Peter Wolf Says:**
September 7th, 2010 at 1:06 pm

This doesn't quite make sense.

First of all there are spurious claims that mankind is changing the climate and that we must pay taxes to the IMF to save the planet [sarcasm] but then the same idiots claim it will only cost 1 billion to manipulate the climate in response to the junk science and spurious claims about AGW.

There seems to be a conflict here.

AGW = BAD
Geo-engineering = GOOD
CO2 = VERY BAD
Engineered NanoParticle Discs = DOUBLE PLUS GOOD

Why not try not manipulating the climate at all which would cost 0 billion $ therefore saving 1 billion of taxpayers cash to fund these stupid ideas from the lunatic fringe?

I am very tired of these lunatic control freaks and they need locking up and who wants the atmosphere polluted with their nano-particle s--- ??

These Morons need reminding that its not just their planet.

Definitely a NWO-Club Of Rome etc SHILL but to be fair he does at least acknowledge that there are risks involved so he isn't a complete basket case although I have only read the article so I don't know what his definition of risks are.

remember the Alamo Reply:
September 8th, 2010 at 1:06 am

yeah if man made global warming was real, then we could say we have paid taxes to elected officials who allowed it to happen, took money from lobbyist and big business... so trusting them with more money thats going to solve it for sure!............like the trillions we sent them to save GM but they no longer make them in California i hear.. and i even hear they are opening gm factories in China...so i really trust the smart folks who shoot their hunting partners in the buttocks, to make the hard decisions... i really want the guy who cheats on his wife with non willing massage women to save me from the SUN!...i really trust people who dont know what is IS! and hey what is your definition of sex any way..and it really dont matter if you cant spell or say nuclear just as long as you know where the button is, even if you cant find the WMDs...

MARK OF THE BEAST Says:
September 7th, 2010 at 1:15 pm

Tomorrow Keith your reputation will be sh-*t. More than ten million people read this site everyday.

You NWO SAP!

kar120c Says:
September 7th, 2010 at 1:25 pm

Sure it won't, Like medicare was going to cost $10 billion over 10 years

cy Says:
September 7th, 2010 at 1:49 pm

This guy is a complete and total megalomaniac mad scientist. He, his peers, their associations and backing institutions want to play GOD.

But they are not GOD!! Not one single one of them has any clue at all whatsoever what ONE SINGLE ATOM is doing inside their pea sized brain!

People have to watch out for these people!! THEY HAVE THE POTENTIAL FOR RUINING THE QUALITY OF LIFE FOR ALL MANKIND.. permanently.. so that makes these ‘scientific’ types potentially those who are among the worst and most dangerous criminals of all.

And the 'weather' on planet Earth is PERFECTLY FINE!! It is what it always has been and was. Cyclical and all within a known range of temperature. We need no sabotage of our air, atmosphere, by these nuts to 'fix' what is not broken.

**remember the Alamo** Reply:
September 8th, 2010 at 1:16 am

another Czar ....its in the educatin system , they brain wash you ,,as you can see by my spelling it didn't work so good with me!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! all these prosors suck! if you have not seen Ben Steins documentary {expelled "no Intelligence allowed} , check it out some day... these institutions fear free speech,and free thinking!... and bring up the past religious injustices such as what was done to Copernicus by religious fanatics now we see who is fanatical about their beliefs, and today we must not talk about religion in our classrooms, or in our government,, unless its Islam.. then you can have accommodations made for you if you make enough fuss

---

**Elektracite Says:**
September 7th, 2010 at 1:51 pm

ATTENTION EVERYONE!

Yea, 1 billion a year IN WHO'S POCKETS? Out of ours, into theirs!

No mention of the BILLIONS already SECRETLY SPENT hidden behind a veil of government secrecy and LIES!

**jaspen** Reply:
September 7th, 2010 at 8:11 pm

It's not like they haven't been doing this for 20 years already. What in the blue hell do you people think Chem Trails are? This guy is just part of the propaganda machine.

Let me break it down to you this way-

The NWO -Illuminati have always been able to push an idea into the public's eye and in the past if it was said or seen over and over, whether it was true or not, it would eventually be accepted as truth by enough of the "common" folk, better known as sheeple,(thank you Bill Cooper for coming up with the correct phrasing for the idiot masses) that nothing would be done about the lie publicly.

Well that is just not working as well as it used to.

People are now hearing this garbage and just getting angrier and angrier at the constant barrage of lies being spewed out by the government controlled main stream media and their masters in the CFR and the Tri- Lats(not to mention the German, British and U.S. Illuminati).

They listen less to what they say as to watching what they do. They are losing control because they are almost at the end of their reign.

Unfortunately, they firmly believe in the "scorched Earth" theory. The Gulf oil spill is a prime example of that. Yeah, accident my ass, and 911 was carried out by 19 Muslim terrorists who couldn't even get a license to fly a paper airplane, much less a commercial airliner. Give me a break.

Look, the next time a Democrat or Republican politician tells the truth about something, it will be the first!

**planetgonenuts Says:**
September 7th, 2010 at 3:06 pm


**The Cynic Says:**
September 7th, 2010 at 3:48 pm

She-e-s-ssh ... What a maroon !!!
How do such Dinks rise to any position at all?...
Oh yeah... They call it College...
She-e-s-ssh... What a maroon!!

**The Cynic Says:**
*September 7th, 2010 at 3:49 pm*
Oh yeah... Forgot to ask...
How much does he charge to suck up oil...

golight Says:
*September 7th, 2010 at 4:08 pm*
Nano tech floating around in the atmosphere sounds scarier than the temperature rising another five degrees.
If drought and dust storms become an issue in America, we can flood the Great Basin by drilling a well connecting it to the Pacific (to avoid digging a canal); create a vast inland sea and increase rain fall across the mainland.

able danger Says:
*September 7th, 2010 at 4:19 pm*
just give us the money and we will spray all sorts of crap into the atmosphere and keep the rest for ourselves and when the temperature is cooler we will claim we did it and when the world is hotter we will just say we need more money... all these stupid arsed mongrels need is a foot in the door and they will tax us to death and have another fraudulent reason to invade "non paying countries"...
they will never admit that it is the sun and other natural forces that control our weather because you that is nontaxable.
this will end up like the u.s where all countries have to pay all tax's to a central body and then have to beg and force new rules for there people to get any of it back.
if you do not understand this then your brain dead.

**Peter Wolf Says:**
*September 7th, 2010 at 4:30 pm*
David Keith looks to be related to Dumb CassStein/Cass S[C]unStein. There must be a breeding programme producing dumb overeducated Stateist Geek Control freaks.
The message here is climate manipulation is cheap and also because -
"Science delivers it to us bit by bit" – lets do something totally unnecessary just because we can.
"Not because we want it” – It doesn't matter what you or we want. To hell with all that we are going to do it anyway.
"Will wether we like it or not – give us more and more and more leverage” – Wether you like it or not the use of Geo-engineering programmes is a forgone conclusion.
"Just because science delivers it to us bit by bit” – Technology justifies its own existence despite there being no need for it.

jaspen Reply:
*September 7th, 2010 at 7:57 pm*
"Hear Ye! Hear Ye"
cptcosmo Says:
September 7th, 2010 at 5:09 pm

These idiots are certifiably insane. They think they can do a better job than Mother Nature, even though all of their creations so far are nothing more than unnatural abominations. The current "elite" suffer from the same psychosis that has plagued the human species since before Alexander the Great. We should exterminate THEIR SOCIOPATHIC GENES from the Human gene pool (only 2%-5% of the global populace). Then, without the parasite class weighing us down, we can get to the job of colonize the stars!

cptcosmo Says:
September 7th, 2010 at 5:11 pm

I forgot to mention this David Keith freak looks like his head got caught in a vise.

geniekid Says:
September 7th, 2010 at 5:22 pm

scientists are freakin nuts! put trillions of nano particles into the frikkin air all life breaths?

when will scientists finally learn, when they kill everybody including themselves and their families?

geniekid Says:
September 7th, 2010 at 5:24 pm

lets put david keith, his family and his research institution, into a biodome for 25 years breathing in his postulated nano particles and see what effect hey have before we experiment on the entire life of the earth...

chronos Says:
September 7th, 2010 at 5:28 pm

The truth is that global green house gasses are much more dangerous than everyone realizes. The amount of CO2 in the atmosphere has never been this high since the age of the dinosaurs which is great if you are a reptilian ( hey maybe they will come out of their caves and finally say hello ). So don't tell me we are not affecting the planet. The only thing fighting global warming right now is air pollution – the small microscopic particles of dirt we are all spewing up into the atmosphere. This causes water vapor to accumulate on the particles and then form water droplets and then clouds. This is what the scientists want to do with their own particles – a practice used by countries like Israel for decades to cause rainfall. Google cloud seeding. The result is less sunlight penetration which lowers the amount of heat energy to the planets climate. I hear you asking for proof – since the 1800's the british empire has taken evaporation tests in a standardized round pan full of water in all of it’s overseas countries around the planet. The more the pan evaporates from the sun the more sunlight energy available in that part of the world. Well guess what, the pans around the world have lost 10% of their sunlight due to increased cloud formation in direct correlation to airborne pollutants( the other theory is that the sun has lost 10% of it’s burn ha ha ha ). Ask yourself why the average temperature rose dramatically across north america when there where no planes flying after 911 and then dramatically went down when planes flew again. This is because chem trails are due to increased efficiency of jets burn and allow smaller particles to stay airborne and cause cloud seeding – which never happened with the older chunkier particles that fell to earth. If we were to stop air pollution today then the temperature would rise even more and their solution is to make this planet covered in clouds just as long as we can still burn oil and coal. What a bunch of retards our oil and bank controlled governments are. It just goes to show how much information we are allowed to see and what is actually happening. Cloud seeding should be made illegal as we are just making things worse than they already are. Please do some research on the internet before deciding I am wrong.

Thanks.

"And remember, where you have a concentration of power in a few hands, all too frequently men with the mentality of gangsters get control. History has proven that. All power corrupts;
absolute power corrupts absolutely. Great men are almost always bad men.”
“The issue which has swept down the centuries and which will have to be fought sooner or later
is the people versus the banks.”
Lord Acton.

**BornAgainst**
Reply:
September 7th, 2010 at 8:04 pm

total bunk chronus...
total bunk

**David Says:**
September 7th, 2010 at 7:18 pm

More CO2 = more plants and algae.
More plants and algae = more Oxygen.
How much more CO2 is there now compared to "dinosaur days"?
0.00??
Please.
It's really a non-issue.
for some good info on the subject, watch on google video....the great global warming swindle
(76 minutes).

**jaspen Says:**
September 7th, 2010 at 7:54 pm

ChRONO I WILL tell you that we are not affecting the planet, not enough to make even a dent,
well that was the truth until the oil spill in the Gulf that just help speed up the shut down of the
Atlantic Convoyor, which just happened last month. GAME OVER! We are headed towards a
global freeze and it was the Sun that is responsible. Given, the Consciousness of Mankind could
have stopped it but the Illuminati has kept the secrets of who and what we really are from us
for several thousand years thus perpetuating the Global slavery instead of the incarnated spirits
having the opportunity the flourish in to the Gods we really are meant to be.
Bottom line is this, WE NEED THE CO2 and ANYONE that says " Greenhouse gases blah blah
blah" are either lying out of their asses or have been so Jedi Mind f---ed as to believe anything
their programming tells them OR they are just the biggest blathering idiots in the Universe-
take your pic.

**miked8 Says:**
September 7th, 2010 at 8:01 pm

I am so sick of this Climate change BS its only another sceme to line the pockets of the Global
Elite. They will never do anything with the funds even if the threat were real......So give it a rest
and as the old Butter comercial said "Remember... Its not nice to fool with Mother Nature”

**BornAgainst Says:**
September 7th, 2010 at 8:01 pm

we need the fricken global warming ....
that's when animals dont go extinct... that's when food grows best....
that's when we get more rainfall circulating the o3 frome the ozone layer into our h2o for
healthy oxygenated water
global cooling just kills polar bears...and causes starvation

**jaspen**
Reply:
September 7th, 2010 at 8:23 pm

EXACTLY !! And THAT is what is happening here. This has been the coldest year on record
throughout the world.

AND GUESS WHAT, WE ARE INTO THE 40’S A COUPLE OF WEEKS AGO FOR A LOW AND IN THE
MIDWEST WE SHOULDN’T GET ANY LOWER THAN THE HIGH 60’S AT NIGHT!

**THE LAST STAND**
Reply:
You need to report this to Al Gore.

**Billo Says:**
**September 7th, 2010 at 9:21 pm**
That would be a severe budget cut to the people chemtrailing us. Of course I think the main idea of chemtrails is poisoning us.

**karlos germany Says:**
**September 7th, 2010 at 9:22 pm**
With other words: They are still hammering on, selling us that CO² crap! And the question in my eyes is not, what all that hanky panky with the climate costs! The question is WHAT IT DOES!

**RealityBase Says:**
**September 7th, 2010 at 10:43 pm**
A little hocus pocus to fleece the tax payers some more. I think they’re just dreaming up schemes to justify added taxation with little to no effect other than lining pockets of the elite.

**Greenscam Says:**
**September 8th, 2010 at 12:38 am**
His god AGWa must have told him to build them as Noah was told to build an arc.

**remember the Alamo Says:**
**September 8th, 2010 at 1:30 am**
see Col.Prowty vid on You-tube. a Col who served in the pentagon...he mentions how petroleum was labeled a fossil fuel so to make folks believe their was a limited supply... and allowing them to increase the price, how ever it is a natural renewable substance.......... crude oil comes out of the ground HOT! why? because it ABSORBS THE HEAT FROM WITHIN THE EARTH! it could be that this is leading to heating our surface temp...more than burning it, but just by removing it...could have an affect. i have heard some theories like this... it is a logical possibility. i also hear that nasa reports that the surface of all the planets is heating up so it could be just the sun...in any case i would trust Bevus and Butthead to solve this problem more than those who have pushed this AGENDA FOR TAX GAIN!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

**Matzo Man Says:**
**September 8th, 2010 at 4:29 am**
This is highly controversial. Playing around with mother nature might have nasty side effects.
And don’t volcanoes already put more dust into the atmosphere then we ever could?

Join the discussion, sign up/login to post a comment!